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ALL, ANY and SOME Comparison Conditions in SQL 

All queries would be explained on basis emp table. (Data as below)  
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ALL 

The ALL comparison condition is used to compare a value to a list or sub-query. It must be preceded by =, !=, 
>, <, <=, >= and followed by a list or sub-query. 

When the ALL condition is followed by a list, the optimizer expands the initial condition to all elements of the 
list and strings them together with AND operators, as shown below. 

 

 

Assuming sub-queries don't return zero rows, the following statements can be made for both list and 

sub-query versions: 

 "x = ALL (...)": The value must match all the values in the list to evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x != ALL (...)": The value must not match any values in the list to evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x > ALL (...)": The value must be greater than the biggest value in the list to evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x < ALL (...)": The value must be smaller than the smallest value in the list to evaluate to 

TRUE. 
 "x >= ALL (...)": The value must be greater than or equal to the biggest value in the list to 

evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x <= ALL (...)": The value must be smaller than or equal to the smallest value in the list to 

evaluate to TRUE. 
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If a subquery returns zero rows, the condition evaluates to TRUE. In the following example, the subquery 
returns zero rows, which means the whole expression "sal > ALL (zero rows)" evaluates to TRUE, so all rows 
are displayed. 
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ANY 

The ANY comparison condition is used to compare a value to a list or subquery. It must be preceded 
by =, !=, >, <, <=, >= and followed by a list or subquery. 

When the ANY condition is followed by a list, the optimizer expands the initial condition to all elements 
of the list and strings them together with OR operators, as shown below. 
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Assuming sub-queries don't return zero rows, the following statements can be made for both list and 
sub-query versions: 

 "x = ANY (...)": The value must match one or more values in the list to evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x != ANY (...)": The value must not match one or more values in the list to evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x > ANY (...)": The value must be greater than the smallest value in the list to evaluate to 

TRUE. 
 "x < ANY (...)": The value must be smaller than the biggest value in the list to evaluate to 

TRUE. 
 "x >= ANY (...)": The value must be greater than or equal to the smallest value in the list to 

evaluate to TRUE. 
 "x <= ANY (...)": The value must be smaller than or equal to the biggest value in the list to 

evaluate to TRUE. 

If a sub-query returns zero rows, the condition evaluates to FALSE. In the following example, the sub-
query returns zero rows, which means the whole expression "sal > ANY (zero rows)" evaluates to 
FALSE, so no rows are displayed. 
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More Examples:  

SELECT e1.empno, e1.sal 

FROM   emp e1 

WHERE  e1.sal > ANY (SELECT e2.sal 

                     FROM   emp e2 

                     WHERE  e2.deptno = 10); 

 

 

SELECT e1.empno, e1.sal 

FROM   emp e1 

WHERE  e1.sal > ALL (SELECT e2.sal 

                     FROM   emp e2 

                     WHERE  e2.deptno = 20); 

 

 

 

 

 


